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the amd/nvidia video drivers can normally be
uninstalled from the windows control panel, this
driver uninstaller program was designed to be used
in cases where the standard driver uninstall fails, or
anyway when you need to thoroughly delete nvidia
and ati video card drivers. the operating system is
responsible for installing and configuring all the
drivers that will make up a complete system. a
windows operating system has a wide variety of
built-in hardware and drivers that are designed to
automatically install and configure hardware for the
particular configuration of the computer. if there is
any driver missing in your system, it may cause
system failure. nvidia driver is the major cause of
system failure in windows. we also encourage you to
visit the nvidia driver downloads page and the
nvidia driver information center for more
information about this product. the software is
compatible with windows 7/8/8.1/10/server
2008/r2/server 2012/vista/server 2008r2/server
2012/vista/server 2008r2. you can download the
current driver for the geforce 310 graphic card on
this page. the driver for 310 is certified to work for
the windows operating system, they are suitable for
high-quality nvidia graphics cards released by third-
party manufacturers such as gigabyte, msi, pny,
palit, asus and others. beta release beta drivers are
provided by nvidia as preview releases for quick bug
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fixes and access to new features. beta drivers are
under qualification testing, and may include
significant issues. it is the end user's responsibility
to protect system and data when using beta drivers
with nvidia products. it is strongly recommended
that end users back up all the data prior to using
beta drivers from this site. please ensure that newer
recommended/certified drivers are not already
posted on nvidia.com prior to installation and usage
of beta drivers. beta drivers posted do not carry any
warranties nor support services.
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